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Abstract
This paper aims to identify and systemize the research streams in regional cluster 
upgrading. Cluster upgrading belongs to broader research in the dynamics of industrial 
agglomerations, currently, the major topic in studies on clusters. Within this literature, 
the upgrading concept differentiates by the focus on structural change in response 
to the insertion of regional clusters into global value chains (GVCs). Based on the 
narrative literature review, we identify and discuss two major research streams and 
classify them as the positive and the normative. Moreover, we elaborate a framework 
for studying the antecedents of cluster upgrading to conclude with research questions 
that may serve further systematic reviews and empirical investigations. This paper 
provides two contributions to the cluster dynamics literature with a focus on the 
upgrading of industrial agglomerations. First, it offers a comprehensive approach to 
the cluster upgrading theory by integrating the fragmented research in this area. 
Second, it proposes a theoretical framework to set up further research directions.
Keywords: cluster upgrading, global value chains, cluster evolution, cluster life cycles, 
capabilities, governance 

INTRODUCTION

Cluster upgrading belongs to rapidly developing research in the dynamics of 
industrial agglomerations that represents a major issue both for academia 
and policy-makers. Its importance lies in the prospective approach, relevant 
for the adaptive and proactive planning of regional development, while 
the majority of extant research on clusters is focused on their on-going 
or past competitive advantage. Within the cluster dynamics research, 
the upgrading concept focuses on the improvement of regional clusters’ 
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positions in global value chains (GVCs), i.e., it acknowledges the insertion of 
regional agglomerations into global exchange (Humphrey & Schmitz, 2004a; 
Gereffi, Humphrey & Sturgeon 2005; Saxenian, 2007). This concept is also 
closely linked to the current interest in learning and knowledge transfer 
through international cooperation that prevents regional lock-in (Lam, 2007; 
Lorentzen, 2008; De Propris et al., 2008; Malecki, 2010; Wall & Van der Knaap, 
2011; Gancarczyk, 2015a; Geodecki & Grodzicki, 2015).

The concept of upgrading is explored both at enterprise and industry 
levels to explain the advancement in relative competitive position due to 
cross-border contracts (Lager, 2000; Schmitz, 2006; Aspers, 2010; Ivarsson 
& Alvstam, 2011; Simms & Trott, 2014). This advancement of position 
reflects in higher value adding activities accomplished through capability 
development in the area of products, processes, functions, and new value 
chains (Humphrey & Schmitz, 2002; Gereffi et al., 2005; Kaplinsky & Morris, 
2001; Aspers, 2010). Therefore, both research and practice focus on how to 
maintain and advance the positions of clusters in global value chains through 
developing higher value adding activities. 

As with other development processes of an evolutionary and multi-
dimensional nature, upgrading requires the investigation of complex and 
interrelated antecedents with regard to firm, industry, and institutional 
setup in the spatial context (Fornahl & Hassink, 2017; Trippl et al., 2015). The 
theoretical background and empirical studies are vitally developing in this 
area, with a call for knowledge accumulation and setting up a comprehensive 
conceptual framework to study the antecedents (factors, drivers, 
determinants) of cluster upgrading. Therefore, this paper aims to identify 
and systemize the research streams in cluster upgrading with the adoption of 
a narrative literature review as a research method. 

In the following sections of the paper, we identify and discuss two 
major research streams proposed as the positive and the normative. The 
positive stream, including the GVC governance, capability and evolutionary 
approaches, aims to explain the antecedents of upgrading as objective and 
non-intentional antecedents of cluster dynamics. The normative stream 
proposes proactive, intentional behaviors of cluster lead firms and public 
policy interventions to stimulate upgrading processes. Moreover, we propose 
a framework for studying the antecedents of cluster upgrading stemming from 
these two perspectives. Finally, research questions have been formulated that 
may serve further systematic reviews and empirical studies. The concluding 
section synthesizes the results in relation to extant studies and sets directions 
for future research. 

The paper provides two contributions to the cluster dynamics literature 
with a focus on the upgrading of industrial agglomerations. First, it provides 
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a comprehensive approach to cluster upgrading by integrating the fragmented 
research in this area. Second, it proposes a theoretical framework to set up 
new research directions.

RESEARCH METHOD

The major research method was a narrative literature review. A narrative 
review differentiates by qualitative, comprehensive and up-to-date 
approaches to a selected topic, based on the printed and electronic books 
and journal articles (Kirkevold, 1997; Collins & Fauser, 2005). It also features 
a subjective component when determining the studies for review and 
discussing results. However, the selection procedure and choices need to be 
explained (Green, Johnson, & Adams, 2006). 

Nevertheless, narrative reviews are valuable for the synthesis of the 
development of a phenomenon under study, pointing to the most up-to-date 
achievements in the field, and often for critical lenses, attempting to set out 
new views on the topic (Jones, 2004; Green et al., 2006). This comprehensive, 
qualitative, and critical analysis of extant literature enables one to comprehend 
the diversities and pluralities of a given phenomenon (Jones, 2004). Such an 
approach is justified by the breadth and often initial development stages of 
the field under study. As an outcome, narrative reviews may be expected to 
identify specific research questions for further investigations in the form of 
empirical tests or systematic reviews. 

In contrast, the systematic literature review starts with a specific 
research question(s). Moreover, it adopts relevant databases to identify the 
large stock of studies with the use of key words, and according to specific 
criteria of inclusion and exclusion (Thomas & Harden, 2008). By this rigorous 
attitude, systematic reviews can employ quantitative statistical methods to 
process the findings from empirical evidence (Collins & Fauser, 2005). 

Since our research aims to identify and systemize a broad topic of 
research streams in cluster upgrading, a growing but still new phenomenon, 
the narrative review is an appropriate method. First systematic reviews in this 
area address one established theoretical approach of GVCs with the specific 
questions, such as learning channels that condition upgrading (c.f. De Marchi, 
Giuliani, & Rabellotti, 2017). Our paper intends to capture a wider horizon 
of theoretical lenses to end with research questions that may guide further 
systematic literature reviews and empirical investigations. 

The foundations of our broad perspective was an interdisciplinary 
literature search that included research papers, monographs, and research 
reports in development and political economics, economic geography, as 
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well as entrepreneurship and regional development. We included not only 
the literature that adopts a predominant theoretical approach of the GVC 
governance, but also the studies in cluster dynamics with such theoretical 
lenses as capability approach, life cycles, and the evolution of industrial 
spatial forms. We reviewed both theoretical and empirical studies to 
describe the theories of upgrading, including their development phases. 
Following this, we have established the major research approaches, their 
propositions about upgrading drivers, and logical interdependencies among 
these approaches. In the next step, we have categorized the approaches 
as belonging to normative or positive research streams that study cluster 
dynamics. The research procedure concludes with a framework for studying 
the antecedents of cluster upgrading and questions for further investigations. 

LITERATURE REVIEW

The essence of cluster upgrading in the GVC literature

Clusters (industrial agglomerations, industrial districts, and industrial 
production systems) differentiate by spatial industrial concentration that 
implies regional specialization, and by network relationships conducive for 
knowledge and innovation development (Porter, 1990; 1998; Vanhaverbeke, 
2001; European Commission, 2002; Brusco, 1982; Pyke, Sengenberger, 
1992; Markusen, 1996; Saxenian, 2000; Asheim & Isaksen, 2003, pp. 36-
40; Gancarczyk, 2015). The traditional view on industrial agglomerations 
presents them as self-sufficient production systems comprising the majority 
of functions in value chains of their dominant industries (Bellandi, 2001; 
Piore, Sabel, 1984; Krugman, 1991; Porter, 1998). However, globalization and 
spatial fragmentation of production and innovation turned clusters into chain 
links within cross-border value chains (Gereffi et al., 2005; McKinnon, 2012; 
Humphrey & Schmitz, 2002; Sturgeon, 2003; Pietrobelli & Rabellotti, 2011; 
MacKinnon, 2012; Aslesen & Harirchi, 2015; Sturgeon, Van Biesenbroeck, & 
Gerefii, 2008). Clusters became more specialized through offshore outsourcing 
and relocation activities (Aslesen & Harirchi, 2015; Gancarczyk & Gancarczyk, 
2018). One of the most critical issues in this specialization concerns either 
higher or lower value-adding functions in the global production chains, 
since this specialization translates into hierarchy and power relations among 
different regions and unequal division of economic returns. The major 
research and practical problem arise, how clusters can maintain and advance 
(upgrade) their positions in global value chains through developing higher 
value-adding activities. 
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Upgrading is understood as the advancement into higher value adding 
activities through the development of capabilities in the area of products, 
processes, functions and new value chains (Gereffi 1996; Humphrey & 
Schmitz, 2002; Humphrey & Schmitz, 2004a; Humphrey & Schmitz, 2004b). In 
relation to clusters, upgrading is the improvement of the relative competitive 
position of clusters’ dominant industries in global value chains. The opposite 
process is downgrading, going down the value chain to lower value activities 
(Simms & Trott, 2014; Lager, 2000).

The phenomenon of upgrading is investigated in the global value chain 
(GVC) approach, focused on the positive explanation of how governance 
affects the roles, power relationships, and competitive positions of 
contracting partners (Gereffi, 1996; Humphrey & Schmitz, 2002; Humphrey 
& Schmitz, 2004a; Humphrey & Schmitz 2004b; Gereffi et al., 2005; Sturgeon 
et al., 2008). Governance means modes or structures of regulating economic 
activities that include the market, the firm (hierarchy), and hybrids integrating 
markets and hierarchies (Williamson, 1991). The nature of governance in the 
GVC concept is micro-economic since it seeks firm-level drivers of upgrading 
clusters and regions. 

The GVC approach assumes that inter-firm governance affects not 
only the current competitive position but also the future one, in terms of 
upgrading in value chains (Kaplinsky & Morris 2001; Humphrey & Schmitz, 
2002; Gereffi et al. 2005; Pietrobelli & Rabellotti, 2011). Five types of 
governance modes are considered, namely, markets, hierarchy (the firm), 
and three types of network structures. The market mode assumes spot and 
short-term transactions that do not engage any in-depth interaction, while 
the firm represents internal transaction where the external knowledge 
transfer is not considered. Therefore, upgrading can occur in network 
relationships, since they involve relatively firm, repetitive collaboration that 
implies a transfer of knowledge between partners. Nevertheless, each of 
the governances offers different prospects for supplier upgrading. Captive 
networks feature hierarchical and top-down relationships that provide 
limited opportunities for learning and development and may pose a threat 
of lock-in for suppliers (Gereffi et al., 2005). Suppliers predominantly focus 
on lower-value adding and standardized activities, following strict terms of 
quality and supplies (Rugraf, 2010; Pavlínek, 2012; Gancarczyk & Gancarczyk, 
2013). In modular networks and relational networks, suppliers can benefit 
from upgrading, since the cooperation is less hierarchical and more balanced, 
thus encouraging more in-depth interaction (Humphrey & Schmitz, 2004b; 
Winter, 2010; Gereffi et al., 2005).

Governance modes are largely determined by the more powerful party 
in international exchange, predominantly, customers to suppliers from 
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less developed countries. However, they are not purely subjective and 
subordinated to the discretion of individual buyers, since they also stem from 
supplier capabilities and technology life cycle and advancement that either 
support outsourcing of standardized and lower value or more advanced and 
higher value activities (Gereffi et al., 2005; Sturgeon et al., 2008). Technology 
characteristics are reflected in the determinants of transaction complexity 
(the amount of information to be exchanged between partners) and 
transaction codification (the level of formalization). The supplier capability is 
not clearly defined in the GVC concept: however, considering the theoretical 
context, they represent a supplier’s resources and competences to meet 
the customer’s requirements (Gereffi et al., 2005; Sturgeon et al., 2008; 
Pietrobelli & Rabellotti, 2011). 

Considering the above determinants, captive networks emerge in 
the case of high transaction complexity and codification and low supplier 
capabilities (Gereffi et al., 2005). Modular network governance applies when 
transaction complexity, technology codification, and supplier capabilities 
are high. Relational networks, in turn, are adopted in transactions with high 
complexity but low codification, and when subcontractor capabilities are 
high (Humphrey & Schmitz, 2004b; Winter, 2010; Gereffi et al., 2005).

The extant research points to the specialization and hierarchization of 
global relationships among clusters representing either higher value adding 
activities, such as research and development, engineering, design, marketing 
and value chain coordination, or lower value adding functions, such as 
manufacturing standardized products and assembling.

Therefore, how can cluster upgrading be accomplished according to the 
GVC views? 

The GVC proposes that upgrading stems from the cluster firms’ global 
collaborations. The governance mode set up by the large global customers 
impacts the development prospects of suppliers. However, the type of 
governance is not only dependent on the choices of powerful corporations 
from advanced economies. These choices are also dependent on the 
technology life cycle and advancement that turns into the level of transaction 
complexity and codification, as well as on supplier capabilities. 

In the theoretical framework of the GVC, the issue of capabilities poses 
a threat of tautology, just as the entire capability or resource-based approach. 
Namely, the essence of upgrading is in the supplier’s capability advancement 
and the latter one, as pointed out earlier, would also be dependent on 
supplier capabilities that affect the choice of governance. This tautology can 
be resolved, if we assume that capabilities are mediated by the life cycle of 
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specific cooperation. Namely, at the start of cooperation, we can consider the 
initial capabilities of a supplier that determine the governance mode beside 
transaction complexity and codification. The resulting governance directly 
impacts the prospects for supplier upgrading. However, another problem is 
determinism of a governance mode if a supplier starts with captive governance 
mode. Once established, the governance would eventually determine learning 
and development of a supplier as a trap or lock-in. Considering this, the GVC 
governance would not be able to explain the evolution from captive networks 
to relational or modular networks, which has been observed in reality. This 
would require introducing additional factors that enable modification of the 
established governance towards more advanced modes, during the course 
of cooperation (Kaplinsky & Morris, 2001; Tsang, 2000; Foss & Foss, 2005; 
Williamson, 1991, 1999). 

The resource-based perspective on cluster upgrading 

More recent views on cluster upgrading propose the role of supplier 
capabilities not only in the initial phase of cooperation, but also throughout 
its course (Kaplinsky & Morris, 2001; Gereffi et al., 2005). Namely, absorptive 
capacity and dynamic capabilities are emphasized as drivers of cluster 
upgrading (Samarra & Belussi, 2006; Cusmano et al., 2010; Pietrobelli & 
Rabellotti, 2011; Munari et al., 2012; Menghinello et al., 2010; Aslesen & 
Hirarchi, 2015; De Marchi et al., 2018). These developments signal refocusing 
from the GVC governance as a set of conditions external to clusters, towards 
cluster internal characteristics and dynamics. Alike the GVC governance, this 
view adopts a micro-perspective of firms forming industrial agglomerations. 
It is positive in nature since it points to the importance of resources and 
competences of firms forming clusters rather, than to specific decision types. 
As a result, the research focus changes from governance mode as a direct 
determinant of firm upgrading, towards the antecedents of the evolution 
of governance structures, and to factors that enable benefitting from 
governance solutions. This approach is in line with the resource-based view 
(the RBV) of the firm or the capability perspective as a broad approach that 
stresses the relevance of internal capabilities over environmental factors for 
the firm’s competitive advantage (Penrose, 1959; Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; 
Kogut & Zander, 1992; Peteraf, 1993; Barney, 1999; Teece, 2007). 

The RBV originated as a theory of learning and growth (Penrose, 1959; 
Wernerfelt, 1984; Kogut & Zander, 1992; Barney, 1999), thus its recent 
focus on absorptive capacity and dynamic capabilities. Dynamic capabilities 
are considered as the ability to integrate, build and reconfigure internal 
and external competences in response to environmental changes (Teece, 
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2007; Helfat et al., 2007; Di Stefano, Peteraf, & Verona, 2010). They ensure 
new, more efficient solutions by adapting or replacing the existing routines 
and practices (Zahra, Sapienza, & Davidsson, 2006) and are conducive to 
knowledge exploration and radical innovative activity (Sirén, Kohtamäki, & 
Kuckertz, 2012). Absorptive capacity forms conditions for adopting new ways 
of functioning and it establishes a basis for dynamic capabilities to act (Cohen 
& Levinthal, 1990; Munari et al., 2012). Absorptive capacity represents the 
ability to absorb and internalize external knowledge (Cohen & Levinthal, 
1990; Zahra & George, 2002; Ahlin, Drnovšek, & Hisrich, 2014). Both dynamic 
capabilities and absorptive capacity concepts are evolutionary and path-
dependent: therefore their impact and outcomes need to be mediated by 
a time factor (Sirén et al., 2012). 

In the literature on cluster dynamics, including the concepts of life cycle, 
evolution, and eventually, upgrading, it is posited that absorptive capacity and 
dynamic capabilities largely determine the growth and competitive advantage 
of industrial agglomerations (Pietrobelli & Rabellotti, 2011; Aslesen & Harirchi, 
2015). They are critical for transferring technological and management 
knowledge between large customers from advanced economies and their 
suppliers and subsidiaries in clusters from less developed countries (Munari 
et al., 2012; Pietrobelli & Rabellotti, 2011; Hervas-Oliver et al., 2012). The 
research on clusters and foreign direct investment in emerging markets, such 
as Central East European countries, confirms the importance of these factors 
on upgrading regional economies (Gorynia, Nowak, & Wolniak, 2007; Pisoni, 
Fratocchi, & Onetti, 2013). Moreover, the link is emphasized between more 
balanced and reliability-based relationships and higher levels of transaction 
technology and supplier competence (Lungwitz & Campagna, 2006). 

Consequently, the RBV proposes that cluster upgrading depends on 
the level of absorptive capacity and dynamic capabilities demonstrated by 
cluster firms. Absorptive capacity and dynamic capabilities are conditions for 
learning processes and they enable progressive changes in the governance of 
customer-supplier relationships.

Cluster life cycle and evolution and the prospects for upgrading

Alternatively to the micro- or firm-level perspective of GVCs and the 
RBV, the approaches of cluster life cycle and evolution offer an industry-
level perspective on cluster progressive dynamics, including upgrading. 
These are positive approaches to the phenomenon of upgrading as they 
focus on investigating complex mechanisms and processes rather than on 
normative recommendations of specific decisions and choices leading to the 
improvement of cluster competitive position in international exchange. In its 
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traditional form, the evolutionary and life cycle views on cluster advancement 
predominantly focus on group processes linking actors, territories and 
networks (Fornahl, Hassink, & Mentzel, 2015). These complex systems are 
analyzed with the use of such concepts of evolutionary economics as myopia, 
path-dependence, and isomorphism, that channel group processes in clusters 
into some established pathways, conditioned by prior events (Martin & 
Sunley, 2006; Maskell & Malmberg, 2007; Mentzel & Fornahl, 2010; Ter Wal & 
Boschma, 2011). Firms predominantly are not considered as individual units 
but as groupings of interconnected entities that undergo joint development 
processes. According to evolutionary approaches, cluster upgrading prospects 
depend on the stage of this cluster’s life cycle and evolution. 

Theories of network and technology life cycles are a grounding for the 
cluster life cycle approach (Mentzel & Fornahl, 2010; Tushman & Rosenkopf, 
1992). According to this approach, the level of technological heterogeneity of 
firms and the level of network openness and flexibility mark the emergence, 
growth, sustainment, decline or renewal of industrial agglomerations. The 
best prospects for upgrading are in the growth phase. In this phase the 
technological specialization of companies is moderate and networks are 
flexible and open to external knowledge through cross-border links (Ter Wal 
& Boschma, 2011). These characteristics are also typical of the start of new 
cycle (recovery) and further growth after periods of sustainment or decline 
(Hassink, 2005; Frenken, 2007; Neffke et al., 2011). In the decline stage, when 
firms’ technological profiles become strongly homogenous, focused and 
bound by closed, rigid networks, the opportunities for upgrading are low. The 
phases of emergence (high technological heterogeneity but low networking 
interaction) and sustainment (low technological heterogeneity but networks 
open to external synergies) are featured by moderate possibilities of 
upgrading (Ter Val & Boschma, 2011). 

The concept of cluster evolution puts emphasis on the role of firm 
capabilities and networks, which facilitate knowledge spill-overs inside the 
cluster and in its external, international environment (Ter Wal & Boschma, 
2011). Alike the life cycle approach, the model of cluster evolution assumes 
development stages. However, it is less deterministic than the concept of life 
cycle and therefore more realistic. Moreover, this framework is more open to 
the role of external networks and relocation processes that result either in the 
dispersal of the activities formerly concentrated in clusters from developed 
economies, or in the emergence of new clusters in less developed economies 
(Hassink, 2005). The prospects for upgrading are high in the growth stage and 
renewal (new growth) stage that might take place after maturity and decline. 
Growth is accomplished due to the infusion of knowledge through networks 
centered on focal firms, provided that these networks are dense both inside 
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and outside the cluster. The prospects for upgrading are moderate in the 
introductory stage (flexible, social networks but weak business networks, 
variety of firm capabilities) and in the maturity stage (stable networks around 
focal firms but decreasing variety of firm capabilities due to shake-out). 
Decline offers low possibilities of upgrading due to technological rigidity (low 
variety of firm capabilities) and network rigidity.

Table 1. Cluster upgrading prospects according to the concepts of cluster life 
cycle and cluster evolution 

Upgrading prospects Cluster life cycle stages Cluster evolution stages

Moderate 
Emergence 
(technological 
heterogeneity of firms, 
low interaction) 

Introductory stage (flexible, 
social networks but weak 
business networks, variety of 
firm capabilities)

High

 

Growth (focusing on 
technology of firms, 
open and flexible 
networks)

Growth stage (stabilizing core-
periphery profile of networks, 
dense networks inside the 
cluster, possibility of stable and 
dense knowledge networks 
dispersed to other locations) 

Moderate Sustainment (focused 
technology, open 
networks benefiting from 
synergies and external 
knowledge) 

Maturity stage (stable core-
periphery profile of networks, 
decreasing variety of firm 
capabilities due to shake-out)

Low Decline (strongly focused 
technology, closed 
networks impede cluster 
adaptability) 

Industry decline (network 
rigidity, technological lock-in)

High The start of a new cycle 
(new technological 
heterogeneity, strong 
networks sourcing 
external knowledge)

Renewal (the importance of 
dynamic capabilities in relocating 
to new regions or in changing 
position in the network)

To sum up, both life cycle and evolutionary approaches recommend 
a moderate level of technological variety in networks to accomplish cluster 
upgrading (Fornahl et al., 2016; Gancarczyk, 2015). Too low a variety would not 
ensure new products and industries to branch out. Too high a variety would 
prevent economies of scope and scale and exploiting an extant resource base. 
Regarding network characteristics, open and flexible networks with balanced 
and dispersed power support upgrading, while rigid and centralized governance 
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prevents cluster advancement towards new, higher value adding activities 
(Fornahl et al., 2015; Gancarczyk, 2015a, 2015b; Gancarczyk & Gancarczyk, 2018). 

As earlier noted, the evolutionary view proposes that cluster upgrading 
depends on the stage of cluster life cycle or evolution. However, this relationship 
is indirect and mediated by network structure as well as technological 
heterogeneity and variety of firms’ capabilities. Namely, the type of network 
governance and capability of firms have direct effects on introducing new 
products, services, and functions, or sticking to the established paths and rigid 
exploitation of extant capabilities. This view corresponds with the concept of 
cluster upgrading in the GVC and the RBV to be dependent on the network 
governance and capabilities, accordingly. 

The impact of lead firms on cluster upgrading

The emphasis on network governance and capabilities was a natural 
background for a new focus in cluster upgrading that underlines the role 
of lead or focal firms (Frenken 2007; Mentzel & Fornahl, 2010, Ter Wal & 
Boschma, 2011). According to this view, individual firms with superior 
capabilities act as network leaders and their choices impact the development 
paths of networks and the entire industrial agglomerations. The lead firms, 
through expansion and spin-offs, drive the cluster specialization and build 
its internal strength (Best, 2000; Penrose, 1959). Their growth mechanism 
consists of matching capabilities with environmental opportunities (Penrose, 
1959; Best, 2001; Gancarczyk & Gancarczyk, 2016). To better exploit the 
opportunities they form alliances with competitors and focus on core and 
higher value-adding activities, while outsourcing or spinning-off those lower 
value and standardized (Huggins & Johnston, 2010; Barney, 1999). As a result, 
the collaborative and competitive networks emerge around focal companies, 
ensuring knowledge exchange and creation (Maskell & Malmberg, 1999; 
Alegre, Sengupta & Lapiedra, 2013; Lisowska, 2015; Gancarczyk & Gancarczyk, 
2016). Cluster networks are repositories of strategic resources, including 
knowledge conducive for innovation and further growth (Gulati, 2007; 
Huggins & Johnston, 2010; Hansen, 2002; Owen-Smith & Powell, 2004). This 
raises a mutual dependence between firms and their networks in clusters 
and focal companies plan growth and make strategic choices considering 
their own capabilities and complementary resources stored in their networks 
(Francioni, Musso & Vardiabasis, 2013). Following this, the research on 
the expansion and strategic decisions of cluster lead firms is a normative 
perspective that seeks recommendations as to firm-level choices that affect 
upgrading or downgrading of industrial agglomerations. 
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The major strategic choices in recent years were about internationalization 
of production function by cluster leaders (Li, Bathelt, & Wang, 2012; Biggiero, 
2006; Alberti, 2006; Lorentzen, 2008; De Propris, Menghinello, & Sugden, 2008; 
Samarra & Belussi, 2006). On the one hand, this process was necessitated 
by the need to search for cost-effective inputs and sources of technology in 
the face of the increasing global competition. Dense internal networks are 
valuable as knowledge repositories. However, they might also suffer from 
rigidity and excessive specialization leading to regional lock-in and inability to 
diversify into higher value and more prospective industries (Grabher, 1993; 
Hsu & Lin, 2011). Focal firms took the roles of global pipelines to access new 
markets and technologies (Hassink, 2005; Aslesen & Harirchi, 2015; Alegre et 
al., 2013; Lisowska, 2015; Gancarczyk & Gancarczyk, 2016). On the other hand, 
the relocation, i.e., moving the elements of cluster value chains out of the 
source agglomeration, caused structural changes in the production systems 
and networks. Decomposing the local knowledge and production networks 
threatened the extant competitive advantage and often led to a decline in the 
cluster life cycle (Alberti, 2006; Samarra & Belussi, 2006). In order to combine 
the advantages of internationalization and extant cluster capabilities, selective 
relocation is recommended in the area of activities and functions that are non-
core, while retaining the most advanced, knowledge-intensive manufacturing 
and services (Biggiero, 2006; Gancarczyk & Gancarczyk, 2018; De Propris et 
al., 2008). This kind of relocation strategy might be a good grounding for new 
growth or renewal in the cluster life cycle or evolution. 

To sum up, the research on the role of cluster lead firms proposes that the 
upgrading of industrial agglomerations depends on the internationalization 
strategies of these enterprises. The international strategies of focal firms 
affect cluster capabilities, governance, as well as life cycles and evolution. 
The focal firms should adopt the strategic objectives directed both at the 
avoidance of regional lock-in through external collaboration, and at the 
retention and development of the capabilities of the source cluster.

Policy interventions approach to cluster upgrading

The successful transition from lower value-adding to higher value activities is 
often supported by public policies (Humphrey et al., 2018). As the advancement 
to higher value activities always involves innovations in the area of new 
products, processes and functions, the support for cluster upgrading belongs 
predominantly to innovation policies (Lema, Rabellotti, & Sampath, 2018). 
Particularly, regional innovation systems and smart specialization strategies 
are conducive to the accomplishment of upgrading (De Marchi et al., 2018; 
Pietrobelli & Rabellotti, 2011). The innovation systems policies were found to 
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be instrumental for the progressive shift from assembling and manufacturing 
of standardized components to advanced manufacturing, engineering and 
design in the Taiwanese computer industry, as well as from manufacturing to 
design, branding, and marketing in the Brazilian and Mexican shoe industries, 
among others (Pietrobelli & Rabellotti, 2011). The core of these policies was 
to integrate the efforts of firms, regional governments, and universities to 
act as a system directed at innovation development (Pietrobelli & Rabellotti, 
2004). Smart specialization strategies consist of specialized diversification 
and branching out related industries to avoid rigid specialization and lock-
in (Foray, 2014). The new industries are technologically more advanced and 
thus either replace the older industries or improve their efficiency and refresh 
product or service offerings (Foray, 2013; 2017). The innovation policies 
based on smart specialization promote the internationalization and insertion 
of clusters to global value chains through setting up collaboration platforms 
and promoting partnerships among clusters (European Commission, 2016).

The advancements of firms and industries were accomplished with public 
involvement in developing cluster capabilities, framing the GVC governance 
conditions for knowledge transfer and learning, as well as driving the cluster 
life cycle or evolution towards new cycles or renewal.

In the area of capability development, public initiatives should be 
directed at education, encouraging collaboration among different actors 
in the innovation system, and at R&D investment (Humphrey et al., 2018). 
Public-private venture funds could be a tool for high-risk innovation projects 
(European Commission, 2016). Moreover, the support for retaining major 
product and process innovations in the region would protect the cluster from 
knowledge leakage and imitations (Aslesen & Harirchi, 2015).

In the area of the GVC governance conditions, it is recommended that 
higher value-adding activities are attracted to clusters, such as R+D centers, 
engineering laboratories, and advanced manufacturing (Rugraff, 2010). In 
captive production networks, local small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs) from lower cost locations occupy a weak position in relation to large 
foreign investors and have minor possibilities of learning and absorbing 
knowledge (Gereffi et al., 2005). Regional governments need to work with 
SMEs and large transnational firms to set up better outsourcing conditions 
(Gereffi & Lee, 2018). This can be supported by embedding the branches 
of foreign direct investors with long-term contracts to facilitate knowledge 
absorption by cluster firms. Possible solutions include developing complex 
projects locally, such as technology parks, creating favorable infrastructural 
and institutional conditions, and marketing the regional specialization to 
create the cluster image in specialized business areas (European Commission, 
2016; Humphrey et al., 2018). 
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Driving the cluster evolution towards a growth stage of the life cycle 
requires sourcing external knowledge based on deepened and durable 
networking with collaborators, both out of the agglomeration and within 
the cluster (Hassink, 2005). Regional governments are encouraged to act as 
accelerators and mediators in setting up collaboration platforms, including 
on-line sites, symposia, exhibitions, and fairs. Since both specialization 
and heterogeneity of technologies are favorable for growth and new grow 
(new life cycle), the implementation of smart specialization strategies is 
an appropriate direction for public policies (European Commission, 2016; 
Pietrobelli & Rabellotti, 2011). The development of smart specialization, in 
turn, needs to be supported with inward foreign investment in the areas that 
are crucial for this specialization (Foray, 2014). 

Due to combining regional and global foci, the implementation of 
cluster upgrading policies includes multi-level actors from regional, national, 
and international institutions (Gereffi & Lee, 2016). For instance, the 
improvement of the work and contract conditions for local employees and 
companies outsourcing to global buyers requires the engagement of national 
authorities that set labor and contract conditions, regional authorities to 
establish investment opportunities and regulations, as well as international 
organizations, such as International Labour Organization. 

To sum up, the public interventions approach to cluster upgrading proposes 
that government policies focus on the development of cluster capabilities, 
framing favorable GVC governance, and stimulating the cluster life cycle 
and evolution toward growth or renewal stages. In those interrelated areas, 
specific measures are recommended, with a focus on innovations systems and 
smart specialization strategies. The implementation of cluster upgrading in 
GVCs should engage public actors across multi-level government. 

A framework for studying the antecedents of cluster upgrading 

In the preceding sections, we have discussed five approaches that propose 
antecedents of cluster upgrading within global value chains. These approaches 
demonstrated distinctive but interrelated causes of advancing the positions 
of industrial agglomerations, according to positive or normative profiles. The 
positive stream is represented by the GVC governance approach, the RBV, as 
well as the concepts of cluster life cycle and evolution. The GVC governance 
approach puts emphasis on firm-level governance relationships and a positive 
explanation of how different types of governance affect the advancement of 
cluster position. However, it is also acknowledged that the governance setup 
is conditioned by the initial level of supplier capabilities. The capability-related 
antecedents of cluster dynamics are reflected in the resource-based view, 
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according to which capabilities are generic antecedents of the governance 
type, and ultimately, the progress in industrial agglomerations. It should, 
however, be recognized that the RBV acknowledges the opposite causality, 
namely, the value of networking relationships in developing capabilities 
through knowledge transfer and exchange. The RBV offers a positive and 
firm-level explanation of how clusters improve their positions in GVCs. The 
positive perspective is also represented by the evolutionary and life-cycle 
concepts of cluster progressive dynamics, although, this perspective takes 
a broader view of industries and group processes. Industry life cycles and 
evolution affect the upgrading indirectly, as a context formed by complex 
factors of governance, particularly the role of networks, and capabilities.

The approaches that stress the role of lead firms and public interventions 
as antecedents of cluster upgrading represent the normative research 
stream. Both the research on focal firms and public interventions draw 
upon the accomplishments of the positive studies. These studies identify 
three interdependent variables of capabilities, governance and life cycles or 
evolutions as the major antecedents of upgrading. The normative research 
investigates how lead firms and public policies should affect the three 
determinants to ensure a progressive change of the cluster position in GVCs. 

The positive and normative streams of research on cluster upgrading and 
their interrelations form a framework for studying the antecedents of the 
upgrading phenomenon (Figure 1).

ANTECEDENTS of 
cluster upgrading 

THE GVC 
GOVERNANCE 

CAPABILITIES 

THE CLUSTER LIFE 
CYCLE  AND 
EVOLUTION 

The research on 
cluster lead 

firms 
The policy 

interventions 
approach 

The GVC approach 

The RBV approach 

The concepts of 
cluster life cycle 
and evolution 

NORMATIVE 
STREAM  

of the research  
on cluster upgrading 

POSITIVE STREAM of 
the research  

on cluster upgrading 

Figure 1. A framework for studying the antecedents of cluster upgrading
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Figure 1 underlines the feedback relations between the positive and 
normative streams. The positive stream explains governance, capability, 
and life cycle or evolutionary antecedents of upgrading. It provides the 
knowledge of the determinants of this process. This knowledge forms the 
basis for the normative streams that should guide the private choices of 
lead firms and public policy interventions. The strategies of lead firms and 
policy interventions are directed at the improvement of the capability and 
governance conditions, and on framing the evolutionary pathways and life 
cycles of industrial agglomerations. 

The above relationships between research streams enable us to 
formulate the questions for further studies that would integrate extant 
accomplishments. The current stage of the positive research stream calls 
for concurrent investigation of all three groups of antecedents within one 
research experiment. Since the three groups of variables need to be studied, 
it is important to identify a possible hierarchy, causal relationship among 
these variables, as well as mediators and moderators of their influence on 
cluster upgrading. Consequently, we formulate the first research question:

RQ1. What is the hierarchy of importance and causal relationship among 
capabilities, governance, and the phase of life cycle or evolution in the process 
of cluster upgrading?

The normative research stream relies upon the findings from the positive 
stream, but its primary focus is on the recommendations about private 
choices of lead firms and public interventions to improve the capability and 
governance conditions, as well as to frame the cluster evolution or life cycle 
toward upgrading. Therefore, we propose the next set of research questions:

 
RQ2. How can the strategies of lead firms affect cluster capabilities, 

governance, and the phase of life cycle or evolution toward cluster upgrading?

RQ2. How can public policies stimulate cluster capabilities, governance, 
and the phase of life cycle or evolution toward cluster upgrading?

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we identified and systemized the research streams in regional 
cluster upgrading, the phenomenon and concept discussed in political 
economics, economic geography, as well as entrepreneurship and regional 
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development (Gereffi et al. 2005; Aslesen & Harirchi, 2015; Sturgeon, 2003). 
Within extant studies on regional clusters, the upgrading concept brings the 
value of prospective implications, important for planning regional growth 
in global value chains (European Commission, 2016; Gereffi & Lee, 2018). 
Based on the narrative literature review, we discussed the major approaches 
to the antecedents of cluster upgrading and synthesized their propositions. 
Following this we systemized the approaches into positive and normative 
streams, pointing to their interrelations. This analytical procedure resulted in 
an integrative framework for studying the antecedents of cluster upgrading 
and the questions for further research. 

The paper contributes to the literature in cluster dynamics, particularly to 
upgrading the position of industrial agglomerations in GVCs (Gereffi et al. 2015; 
Gereffi & Lee, 2018; De Marchi et al., 2018). The first contribution consists 
of a comprehensive approach to the cluster upgrading theory by integrating 
the research fragmented into a number of distinctive but interrelated 
approaches. These approaches included the GVC governance literature, the 
resource-based view, evolutionary and life cycle concepts, lead firm strategies, 
and policy interventions. Our synthesis serves knowledge accumulation 
and advancement by recognizing the extant accomplishments and setting 
up further research directions (Hoon, 2013; Thomas & Harden, 2008). The 
second contribution includes a theoretical framework and research questions 
that stem from it. The framework points to the relationships between positive 
and normative streams, an issue often overlooked by policy-makers that 
should draw from the explanatory studies of a positive nature (Foray, 2014). 
On the other hand, the community of academia needs to recognize the role 
of positive research as a grounding for policy directions and instruments 
(Fornahl & Hassink, 2017). The research questions we propose acknowledge 
this mutually benefitting relation between positive and normative studies, as 
well as pointing to major variables to be studied explicitly within one research 
experiment and not separately. This integrative approach should result in 
establishing the hierarchy of the antecedents of cluster upgrading, causal 
relationships among them, as well as moderators and mediators of their 
influence (Leavitt et al., 2010). Moreover, they can be of relevance both for 
academia and policy-makers to set up a collaborative agenda and feedback 
between positive and normative objectives (Fornahl & Hassink, 2017).

Finally, the limitations of our study should be explained, as well as 
research implications that stem from them. The study suffers from the 
shortcoming common to narrative literature reviews, namely, from the 
subjective choice of literature sources (Green et al., 2006). This subjectivism 
was alleviated by clearly setting up the scope of the literature review, the 
aim, and the research procedure (Jones, 2004). Moreover, the narrative 
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review was a necessary compromise due to the aim of the study to bridge 
and systemize a broad literature on the progressive dynamics in the context 
of GVCs (Green et al., 2006, Jones, 2004). The introductory stage of the 
research and the scope of literature prevented research profiling methods 
and systematic literature reviews. These methods require a more focused 
research theme and search criteria to process the data using quantitative 
techniques. However, the outcomes of our research may serve as a starting 
point for systematic reviews, research profiling and exploratory empirical 
research (Hoon, 2013; Thomas & Harden, 2008). 
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Abstrakt
Celem artykułu jest identyfikacja i systematyzacja nurtów badawczych dotyczących 
podnoszenia pozycji regionalnych klastrów w globalnych łańcuchach wartości (GŁW). 
Problematyka wzrostu pozycji klastrów (cluster upgrading) należy do szerszego, 
i obecnie uważanego za wiodący, obszaru badań nad dynamiką branżowych aglome-
racji. W ramach tej literatury, koncepcja wzrostu pozycji klastrów wyróżnia się kon-
centracją na ich strukturalnych zmianach pod wpływem włączenia do GŁW. Na pod-
stawie narracyjnego przeglądu literatury, zidentyfikowano i scharakteryzowano dwa 
główne nurty badań, określone jako pozytywny i normatywny. Ponadto, opracowano 
model badawczy służący studiom nad uwarunkowaniami wzrostu pozycji klastrów, 
formułując pytania badawcze, które mogą stanowić punkt wyjścia do systematycz-
nych przeglądów literatury i badań empirycznych. Artykuł wnosi wkład do literatury 
na temat dynamiki klastrów, ze szczególną uwagą na podnoszenie ich pozycji w GŁW. 
Po pierwsze, prezentuje kompleksowe teoretyczne ujęcie problematyki pozycji kla-
strów, dokonując integracji rozproszonej literatury w tej dziedzinie. Po drugie, propo-
nuje model wyznaczający dalsze kierunki badań. 
Słowa kluczowe: wzrost pozycji klastrów, globalne łańcuchy wartości, ewolucja 
klastrów, cykl życia klastra, zdolności, mechanizmy koordynacji
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